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The President’s Column
By Paula McCandlis, WCBA President 2014

Time to Play!!!
Have you signed up for the Whatcom Skagit Island Counties annual golf
tournament? If not, the registration is included in this newsletter. Would you
like to be a sponsor and help Law Advocates? The information for sponsorship is included as well. Are you unsure about golf and on the fence? Maybe you only play one time a year because you are such a busy person. Maybe you are embarrassed by your game. Perhaps you spend more time looking for your ball than hitting your ball. I’ve had those experiences and those excuses and that is all they are, excuses not to
have fun. You need to put those reasons aside and call me so I can help you put a team together.
At a certain point, I had to admit to myself that I am a golfer. For a long time, I thought of it as a
game that you played when you retired. Indeed, when I was in college I decided to take a golf class
because I thought it would be good to know a game that a person can play well into their nineties. The
class turned out to be my favorite class.
I still didn’t consider myself a golfer, and a good decade went by before I swung a club again. I received my first set of clubs courtesy of a former family law client. His ex-wife had pretty much
cleaned him out of their home and accounts but had left the clubs. I had them re-gripped and I started
playing a couple of times a year. My game was mostly horrific but had moments of sheer luck that
kept me coming back. I was never sure if the clubs were cursed or if it was me.
Just to be safe, I went and had my swing checked and learned that the clubs were too short for me and
that I needed a longer shaft. Yep, I was playing with the wrong size shaft! No wonder I could never
get it in the hole! Golf has taught me so much about shafts as well as the shape, pitch and contours of
various golf heads. Seriously, what is there not to like about this sport. I ended up buying custom
clubs as having the correct length shaft and proper club head makes all the difference in the world.
My affection for this game comes not from my personal performance but from the moments of hilarity
and dare I say double-entendres that consistently present themselves. In what other context can you
discuss twosomes, threesomes, foursomes, balls, holes, strokes, shafts and heads with a straight face?
I won’t give names but a few examples are certainly necessary. I played in a local tournament with
another attorney, his wife, and an executive director of a non-profit. At a certain point, we grabbed
our putters and approached a green. The wife shouts out, “Let’s tear up this hole!” I couldn’t help but
smirk and smile inside (because yes, I have a dirty mind) at the thought of some weird gang-bang on
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the hole. At the same time, I heard a small snort of suppressed laughter from the non-profit guy,
and we made eye contact with each other. No words were said just twinkling eyes full of suppressed laughter. I knew he had a similar thought.
On a recent outing, I played with all ladies, and as one woman approached the first Tee she not only practiced swinging her club a few times but then proceeded to wiggle her whole body and shake
her head while making warm-up noises like an actor about to hit the stage. She explained that
some guy told her that it helps to have a loose jaw. I replied that all guys say that. It took a while
to compose ourselves to hit anything on that hole and the ones that followed.
The funniest moments occur when nothing goes right. I recall playing with an attorney who couldn’t hit anything to save his life. So he asked the drink cart girl to hit for him. She was wearing flip
-flops. She also wore thong underwear that seemed to peak out from the top of her shorts. The
attorney claims that he complimented her on her footwear, while the rest of the foursome only
heard the comment, “Nice thong” in the singular. This attorney would never under any circumstances comment on a woman’s underwear, and the incongruity only made it more hilarious as he
was truly horrified to be so terribly misunderstood. Oh the things that are said on a golf course.
I’ve always been impressed by how golfers swear, because as a game starts to go bad the swearing
increases. A few bad words transform into colorful full sentences containing a whole rainbow of
explicative descriptions. Maybe this is why I keep coming back for more.
Please understand that I am not one to waste my time on
a sport that causes me frustration. I threw my crosscountry skis off the side of a mountain in Canada after a
day spent tumbling in the snow. For whatever reason,
golf never gets to that level of disgust. I have certainly
seen other people throw clubs, break clubs, and swear to
never play what my uncle calls “that f**king game”
again. I’ve heard and agree that golf is the second greatest joke that the Scottish ever played on the world. The
first being whiskey.
Over time, I have come to accept that catastrophes are
part of the game. Sometimes there is even an element of
danger. Here is a picture of my golf cart:
(Continued on page 4)
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One of the players in my group sliced a ball that almost took the head off a golfer on the next green.
I immediately got out of the cart and backed up far behind him. The next shot hooked straight
through the cart and out the front Plexiglas, cutting a path through where I had been sitting.
This reminds me of story my father-in-law told me of how he always plays with the same three
guys, but one day one of the
guys couldn’t play. So another player asked if his wife
could play. They all agreed
and she joined them. At a
certain point during the
round the wife moved to hit
off the forward Ts before her
husband had finished his T
shot. He accidently hit her
in the head and she dropped
dead. The emergency treatment providers were called
in and they could not resuscitate her. The medical examiner came to the golf
course and looked her over
and declared it was a horrible accident, but he questioned the golfer as to why
she had a golf ball stuck up
her ass? Her husband replied with a straight face,
“That was my mulligan.”

Fill this out:
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CLASSIFIED ADS
Free to all WCBA members & firms
e-mail ad copy as MS Word .doc file to:

rajeev@northwhatcomlaw.com
by the 15th of the preceding month
Questions? Call 360 527-9400

Office Space Available – Bellingham Towers - 119 N. Commercial Street – downtown! Nancy at
647-1916, ext. 112; Or email nancy@hollanderinvestments.com Conference Room available for
Rent to Tenants and Non-Tenants. New Cardio Room & Shower available for Tenants – access 24h!
WHATCOM SUPERIOR COURT— NOTICE FROM COMM. HEYDRICH
Effective June 5, 2014 the start time for the Thursday Domestic Violence calendar is being changed to 9 AM.
This change is effective until further notice for that date and all Thursdays thereafter. This will result in all of
our weekly DV calendars starting at the same time and will hopefully lessen confusion about start times.

Furnished Bay-view Office for Rent in Bellingham— $925/mo with free parking
Quiet, private building only 6 blocks from courthouse. Long-established law firm in building making
changes due to retirement of a partner. Rent includes reception, telephone answering, use of conference room, high speed internet, all utilities, and use of kitchen, copier (15¢ per page) and fax
machine (LD phone charges only). Bookkeeping and secretarial services available as needed for extra charge. Parking lot for clients and free onstreet parking for you. Office available January 1, 2014.
Please call 647-0234 for more information or to set up appointment to view office.
Two offices for rent in Executive Suites on Prospect. Tenant will have shared use of two conference rooms, receptionist to answer phones and greet clients. These two offices have their own individual thermostats to control heat and air conditioning. Signage is available for business name and free
parking for clients. Permitted parking is available for tenant. One office is 152 sq. feet for $600.00 per
month. The other office is 216 sq. feet for $800.00 per month. The monthly rental amount includes
heat, electricity, water, sewer, garbage, and internet access. Call Katti Esp at (360) 715-3100.
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Civil Procedure Corner
By Bryan L. Page *
Vacating Default Judgments Based on Mistake or Excusable Neglect
Without trying, I seem to have developed a niche related to vacating default
judgments. I have appeared on both sides of the issue trying to knock out
judgments and trying to keep them in place. The outcome depends heavily
on the reasons why a party is seeking to vacate the judgment.

Surprisingly, a lot of people fail to take any action after they are served with
a lawsuit. Their reasons vary. Some reasons are completely understandable. Others are totally ridiculous and implausible. A lot of people think it is a good idea to use the ostrich defense and stick their
head in the sand until the problem goes away. As lawyers we know that approach usually creates
more problems than it solves.
But sometimes there are legitimate reasons why a default judgment should (or must) be vacated.
Civil Rule 60(b) lists 11 reasons for relieving a party of a judgment, including a default judgment. 1
This article will focus on the most commonly asserted reason: mistake or excusable neglect. 2
First, it is important to understand courts do not like default judgments. Default judgments are
thought of as drastic actions and not favored because the law prefers to decide cases on their merits. 3
In deciding a motion to vacate a default judgment, trial courts are instructed to weigh the policy of
finality of judgments against the policy of allowing a defendant his or her day in court, with the
overriding goal being that justice be done. 4 Trial courts are also instructed to exercise their authority “liberally, as well as equitably, to the end that substantial rights be preserved and justice between
the parties be fairly and judiciously done. 5 However, courts also “‘value an organized, responsive,
and responsible judicial system where litigants acknowledge the jurisdiction of the court to decide
their cases and comply with court rules.’” 6 Courts also understand “‘litigation is inherently formal’”
and “‘all parties are burdened by formal time limits and procedures.’” 7 But overall, these general
rules disfavor default judgments.

Second, whether to grant a motion to vacate a default judgment under this rule is within the discretion of the trial court. 8 T he trial court’s decision is subject to appellate review under the abuse of
discretion standard. 9
Third, motions to vacate default judgments based on mistake or excusable neglect must be brought
within one year after the judgment is entered. 10 Mistake and excusable neglect cannot be asserted as
grounds for vacating a judgment after that one year expires.
Finally, there is a four part test that must be met to vacate a default judgment on grounds of mistake
or excusable neglect under CR 60(b)(1):
(Continued on page 7)
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(1) That there is substantial evidence extant to support, at least prima facie, a defense
to the claim asserted by the opposing party;
(2) that the moving party's failure to timely appear in the action, and answer the opponent's claim, was occasioned by mistake, inadvertence, surprise or excusable neglect;
(3) that the moving party acted with due diligence after notice of entry of the default
judgment; and
(4) that no substantial hardship will result to the opposing party. 11
These four factors can vary in importance depending on the facts of a particular case. 12 For example, less time will be spent delving into the reasons why the default judgment was entered if the
moving party can show a very strong defense. 13 Next, we will look at each of these four factors
briefly.
Prima Facie Defense. To vacate a default judgment a defendant must be able to demonstrate that he
or she has a valid defense on the merits. 14 The defendant need not prove a defense by a preponderance of the evidence, but must only demonstrate a prima facie case. 15 The trial court must take the
evidence and reasonable inferences in the light most favorable to the party moving to vacate a default judgment. 16 The court may look beyond the affidavits and declarations submitted in connection with the motion to vacate a default judgment in determining whether a prima facie defense has
been raised, and may consider other materials in the court file. 17 However, the trial court does not
act as the trier of fact in deciding a motion to vacate a default judgment and cannot determine
which party’s facts control. 18
Mistake or Excusable Neglect. What constitutes sufficient mistake or excusable neglect to vacate a
default judgment is all over the map. Various courts have vacated judgments for administrative mistakes. 19 However, other courts have refused to vacate default judgments entered because of a
breakdown in internal office procedure. 20 Courts are also hard on attorneys who are responsible for
default judgments being entered against their clients. Attorney mistake or negligence are not proper
grounds for relief. 21 Neither is the failure of an attorney to follow state and local rules and procedures for proper filing. 22 At the end of the day, the better and more plausible excuse a party can
present to the court then the better chances they have of having the judgment vacated.
Due Diligence. Showing due diligence usually means showing that the moving party took steps to
address the case and vacate the judgment promptly after learning about the judgment. This means
the ostrich, head-in-the-sand, approach will not cut it. There is no set time limit. Due diligence usually depends on the circumstances of each case.
Hardship to Opposing Party. The mere possibility of trial is an insufficient basis for the court to find
(Continued on page 8)
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substantial hardship on the nonmoving party. 23 This comports with Washington’s policy to prefer
parties resolve their disputes on the merits, as opposed to default proceedings. 24 Thus, the nonmoving party must show some extraneous reason why vacating the judgment will prejudice them.
People’s reasons for not responding to lawsuits always amaze me. It seems like every excuse I see is
more elaborate and interesting than the last. But it is always important to understand the legal standards for vacating default judgments. Whether seeking to vacate the judgment or keep the judgment
in place, knowing the standards can help craft your client’s story and frame the issues in the best
light possible. That increases the chances of success.

* Bryan Page is a shareholder at Zender Thurston, P.S. and practices civil trial and appellate litigation in state and federal courts, with an emphasis on business, commercial, and real estate disputes.
He can be reached at (360) 647-1500 or bpage@zenderthurston.com.
1. CR 60(b)(1) – (11); CR 55(c)(1).
2. CR 60(b)(1).
3. See Calhoun v. Merritt, 46, Wn. App. 616, 618, 731 P.2d 1094 (1986); Griggs v. Averbeck Realty, Inc., 92 Wn.2d
576, 581–82, 599 P.2d 1289 (1979).
4. Calhoun, 46 Wn. App. at 618–19.
5. Griggs, 92 Wn.2d at 582 (internal quotations and citations omitted).
6. TMT Bear Creek Shopping Center, Inc. v. PETCO, Inc., 140 Wn. App. 191, 199, 165 P.3d 1271 (2007) (quoting
Little v. King, 160 Wn.2d 696, 703, 161 P.3d 345 (2007)).
7. Id. (quoting Morin v. Burris, 160 Wn.2d 745, 757, 161 P.3d 956 (2007)).
8. Id.
9. Id.
10. CR 60(b).
11. Morin v. Burris, 160 Wn.2d 745, 755, 161 P.3d 956 (2007) (quoting White v. Holm, 73 Wn.2d 348, 352, 438 P.2d
581 (1968)).
12. TMT Bear Creek, 140 Wn. App. at 201.
13. Id.
14. Johnson v. Asotin County, 3 Wn. App. 659, 664, 477 P.2d 207 (1970).
15. Pfaff v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 103 Wn. App. 829, 834, 14 P.3d 837 (2000) (trial court does not act as
trier of fact when deciding motion to vacate default judgment).
16. Id. at 836.
17. Griggs v. Averbeck Realty, Inc., 92 Wn.2d 576, 582–84, 599 P.2d 1289 (1979).
18. Showalter v. Wild Oats, 124 Wn. App. 506, 512, 101 P.3d 867 (2004).
19. See id. at 514–15 (internal misunderstanding within defendant/company about where to send the summons and
complaint); Pfaff, 103 Wn. App. at 836 (defendant’s administrative assistants faxed the complaint to the wrong number); Boss Logger, Inc. v. A etna Cas. & Sur. Co., 93 Wn. App. 682, 689, 970 P.2d 755 (1998) (defendant’s employee
lost the complaint).
20. TMT Bear Creek Shopping Center, Inc. v. PETCO, Inc., 140 Wn. App. 191, 212, 165 P.3d 1271 (2007).
21. Lane v. Brown & Haley, 81 Wn. App. 102, 104, 109, 912 P.2d 1040 (1996).
22. See Prest v. Am. Bankers Life Assurance Co., 79 Wn. App. 93, 99–100, 900 P.2d 595 (1995) (failure of attorney to
timely file answer to complaint not excusable neglect).
23. Gutz v. Johnson, 128 Wn. App. 901, 920, 117 P.3d 390 (2005).
24. Id. at 920–21.
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Ramblings of a Small Time Country Lawyer
~By Rajeev!

“Bear Hunter at Law”
Subtitle: A Man in His Element
Subtitle 2: A Man Out of His Element
Last week, did you happen to notice that when
you opened your front door and stepped out into the
world that you were not mauled by a ravenous bear?
You are probably wondering why your weekend
felt so ursine-free and safe. It’s because a couple of local attorneys were out kicking hide and taking names... on patrol protecting you from one on mankind’s oldest nemeses.1
Growing up backpacking in Idaho and
Wyoming, I’ve probably run into more bears
than your average Whatcomite, including a really memorable encounter in which Mr. Grizzly
and I both ran up a hill from opposite sides and
met at the top feet from each other, causing
both of us to rear back in horror.2 I’ve always
had a fascination and soft spot for bears. You
might have heard that as an undergraduate I
studied Mammology and wanted to pursue a
life studying medium to large North American
3
mammals. Still, while I have set off on hikes specifically to find particular bears, I have never,
however, had the inclination or desire to “hunt” a bear. That is, “to end the physical existence of”
a bear- it is not in my general nature, though I
suppose there are scenarios where it would be.
I try to push my boundaries however,
and I love learning about other people’s passions, so when I learned that our own Bob
Och was a very successful bear hunter and
was willing to let me tag along, I decided I
would like to take him up on it. He advised
me to bring a gun or some pepper spray as
sometimes the bears react poorly when one
shoots them, but I decided I would just trust in
my famed luck not to have a terribly ironic
(Continued on page 11)
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death, and then burned some incense to the Bear Totem
to safeguard me instead. I don’t think Bob would think
this was wise methodology.
The adventure began with picking up an old law
school buddy of mine, who didn’t think I should be
wandering about the hills with armed lawyers without
the experience being photo-documented, so that at my
funeral, he could properly expose to the Whatcom County Bar my ironic and hubris driven deathby-bear-mauling. Bob had given me some directions, which essentially consisted of: “Go to RE4
DACTED, then go north up into the hills, and always fork right…. When you get to the end of
where the paths of civilized men and women tread… look left, you’ll see my tipi.” (This is a paraphrase, he actually said teepee, not tipi).5 The instructions were actually
spot on, and after fending off various
farmers’ and woodsmens’ daughters on
our long journey we made it to camp
just as darkness was falling and the
stars were emerging. We actually got
back to camp before Bob had returned
from his evening hunt, so we set up
hoping we hadn’t set up in the wrong
camp and weren’t about to be shot by a
group of armed hillbillies taking affront
at our appearance in their personal
space. It turns out we were in the right
A
Bear Country
place, and we were warmly greeted.
Now, the really fascinating part of this trip was seeing a man “in his element.” That is to
say, seeing a man serenely calm, happy and doing something he loves with skill and discipline.
Unfortunately, it turns out that to see this, one must wake up and be hiking up into the hills and
ridges at 3:30 am. I have been known to use hyperbole from time to time, but there was no hyperbole in that last sentence. At 3:30am, which is not actually a time period I knew existed, I
was shouldering my daypack and rolling out of my cozy hammock to start a hike that would go
on till about 11:15 am. During these 8 hours, we did not see another living person, and it was the
best Saturday I’ve had in years.6 My mentor for the day knew the landscape like the back of his
hand, and a little thing like pitch-blackness was not going to slow him down at all. He brought
out a flashlight, but I am pretty sure that was more for our benefit than his; he was calling out
muddy patches and drop-offs in the terrain long before he could see them.
Now the thing is, like most hunting, bear stalking is a solitary sport– more people means
(Continued on page 12)
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more noise, more scent and more distractions—but our host couldn’t have been more welcoming,
though we probably reduced his odds of success significantly. He also was an excellent educator,
explaining how he had planned our route to coincide with being against the current of the wind…
up the valleys towards the ridgelines as the cool air was rushing down in the early morning, and
then back down as warm air started rising; the bears would never smell us coming, which is their
strongest sense. Bob showed us where bears stripped bushes of berries, where they had scraped at
stumps and how to determine how long ago they had been there, based on the vegetation growth
under the cast off detritus of the shredded wood. The hiking was nothing to him, and he does this
twice a day; I figured without us, he is hiking 30 miles a day up and down ridges– some people
might say it is his passion or lifestyle that allows him to do this for days on end, but I am sure he
has hooves hidden under his boots.
Both my friend and I could see, almost affecting us viscerally, how (happy/satisfied/secure/
confident/in-his-place-in-the-cosmos) our host was. Walking in all the pristine beauty, reminding
me of my youth, I couldn’t help but voice my internal thoughts: I hope that someday, I can find
myself as well seated as he is: to find something I am so enthused about I want to wake up at
3:30am to do it; to find something I am so competent at that I feel I know what I am doing; to be
so mindful about something that I can teach others while enjoying myself. Maybe I have something fin my life or any one of these things, but to combine all three and do it in nature… that
would be heavenly. Consequently, I’ve decided to become a Free-Range Wolverine Dairy Rancher– come see me at the Farmer’s Market: Organic Wolverine Milk, $872.50 per fluid ounce, tips to
pay for my bandages would be appreciated, 3 oz. minimum
You’re
probably
wondering at this
point: Well?! Did
you get a bear?
Or perhaps: Did you
start crying when the
bear got separated
from its physical incarnation?
Or maybe: I like the
stories where you get
injured! Did you get
shot?
Bear Hunter & Indian Guide B
(Continued on page 13)
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The long story-short, as I mentioned above, is that my friend and I, though we tried to give
the expert as much space as possible, probably spooked all the bears away from our gracious
host. We (and when I say “we” I don’t mean “me”) did find very very recent sign of bear and
tracked the signs for a while, but weren't able to catch it. I mean, I did see one hiding behind a
tree, but only after I started running up the hill to tell Bob, did I realize from a different vantage
point… it had black and white spots, an udder, and looked like it wanted to moo.
I did find a few things more interesting than a bear though. A beautiful day of questing
filled with fresh air, good company, and getting a glimpse into the world of man who has mastered his craft.
If it were deer or elk season, there would assuredly be more sausage and jerky arising from
this story, but on that day, the bear was probably stalking me more than I was stalking a bear. As
it turns out, he was passed out waiting for us at home:

Bear in Repose C

~R!

Endnotes
A, B, C— Photo Cr edit: Br ian M. Ellis, WSBA# 41030—not just a JD, CPA, MBA and a pretty face– if you give him enough money
he would probably do your wedding photos.
1— No, I didn’t spell Nemesis wr ong, that’s the plur al, it just looks silly.
2— Yeah, I’m pr etty intimidating, I am sur pr ised you guys can pr actice with me.
3— Specifically Wolver ines.
4— I decided I don’t want Mr . Och’s hunting space flooded by all you yahoos and r edacted it pur suant to the hunter -attorney
privilege rules of the RPCs.
5— We got into a etymological ar gument about the cor r ect spelling of this at the campsite, and I suppose after looking it up tepee and teepee are also okay.
6— If any family member s, significant other s or other people who have spent magical Satur days with me in the last few year s
take umbrage at this sentence, just assume my mind is addled by 7 hours of hiking up and down mountain ridges by a man who normally spends 8 hours a day at a desk, and shouldn’t have theoretically survived. The secret of my survival? No water, it’s for commies:
just Mt. Dew and Cocoanut Juice.
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Eli Wainman is a recent addition to the Bellingham legal scene.
He began his practice as a litigator in Los Angeles in 2003, where he defended individual
and institutional clients from complex tort claims and contractual disputes. Feeling that there
should be more to life than billable quotas and voluminous discovery, Eli began in 2007 what
would become 27 months of volunteer service with the U.S. Peace Corps in rural Honduras,
where he designed and built potable water and sanitation systems.
Upon his return to the United States in 2009, Eli resumed his legal practice in Southern
California. He passed the Washington State Bar Exam in 2012, and moved to the Puget Sound area with his family that year. A fluent Spanish speaker, he is a graduate of Reed College and Loyola Law School of Los Angeles. He lives in Bellingham with his wife, their one year-old daughter,
and their German Shepherd Dog.
An avid shooter, Eli enjoys practical pistol competition and trap shooting, the practice of
yoga, and perfecting his recipe for spicy ma po tofu. Eli hopes to establish his solo practice in the
areas of litigation, criminal defense, estate planning, and immigration law. He may be reached at
(888) 267-5126 and at eli@wainmanlaw.com.
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Your Honor, You Are Stupid, You Suck, and Please Decide for Me
By Gary Kinder
Brought to your Attention by J. Garrett and Originally Published here.

Many of you are lawyers; many of you hire lawyers. One thing I love most about us lawyers is that we work hard to be good at what we do (it’s not an easy way to make a living).
Sometimes, we work so hard to keep everybody happy, especially our clients, we lose our
common sense. What happened to my common sense? It was right here just a minute
ago! As I have noted before, underneath our bluff and bluster dwells a pretty nice person, a
volunteer, a coach, a good neighbor. But tell me why anyone not suffering from temporary
insanity would write:
This is a story of a legal system run amuck, a Kafkaesque demonstration of tyranny given
free rein.
What does that have to do with bolts of cloth in a warehouse? And why would anyone write
this about the owner of that warehouse?
Importer’s conduct in negotiating the ‘purchase’ of these alleged liens was based on the
syllogism employed by many Middle Eastern terrorists with a penchant for seizing airliners and their passengers to secure the righting of what they perceive to be wrongs.
The next one, I’ve lain awake at night trying to picture:
The Defendant’s actions can only be described as economic sodomy.
Would anyone smart enough to pass a state bar exam ever write this stuff because they
thought it was effective? Of course not. We write it because we are grandstanding for a client, who is paying our bill. Many clients love to see their lawyers use a brief to punch the
other guy in the face, the harder the better. But if we determined fees according to results,
lawyers would never write this way, because writing this way loses cases.
One of our better-known lawyers, Abraham Lincoln, told a crowd in 1842:
When the conduct of men is designed to be influenced, persuasion, kind, unassuming persuasion, should ever be adopted. It is an old and a true maxim, that a "drop of honey
catches more flies than a gallon of gall."
Remember, this was a guy who was not afraid to stand up for what was right. He just thought
it more effective not to scream while he was standing.
Judges warn us frequently, but we just can’t seem to help ourselves. The Sixth Circuit Court
of Appeals in Ohio recently emphasized:
(Continued on page 17)
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(Continued from page 16)

. . the near-certainty that overstatement will only push the reader away (especially when,
as here, the hyperbole begins on page one of the brief).
Do lawyers somehow forget that their words will be read by judges who are about to decide
whether their client will prevail? In an unpublished opinion out of Illinois, the court reminded all lawyers:
Repeated use of exclamation points at the end of sentences is wholly unnecessary . . . .
More troubling is that plaintiff's arguments are also riddled with vituperative language leveled against the trial judge, . . . such as that "the court systematically eviscerated plaintiff's
case" or that "the judge created absurdity and injustice." . . . [P]laintiff was similarly highly disrespectful in his briefs to the trial court, as well. Such pre-planned advocacy by an
attorney never arouses sympathy for his client.
That is as close as any judge will ever come to admitting that such language might sway
them from the true path of impartiality. (A little secret: judges are human; they respond viscerally, same as the rest of us. Don’t ever forget that.) As another court encouraged:
An advocate can present the cause, protect the record for subsequent review and preserve
professional integrity by patient firmness no less effectively than by belligerence or theatrics.
Why do lawyers, or anyone – congresspersons – need to be told this? A final hint from the
courts on how to do it right:
Even where the record supports an extreme modifier, the better practice is usually to lay
out the facts and let the court reach its own conclusions.
If you are a lawyer, don’t write this stuff. If you are not a lawyer, don't write this stuff. If you hire
lawyers, don’t allow them to write it. If you hire lawyers, remember that in court, before a decision-making judge, your lawyer becomes you.
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The Nook: Law Library News by Virginia Tucker
Library Board of Trustees Welcomes New Member Perry Eskridge & a Big
Thank-you to Outgoing Trustee Michael Kleps
The Law Library’s Board of Trustees welcomes new member Perry Eskridge!
Outgoing trustee Michael Kleps has completed a full term on the Board and Perry has stepped forward to take his
place. Thank you, Michael, for all your years of service!
Trustees currently on the Board are Dean Brett, Perry Eskridge, Bill Knudsen, Judge Charles Snyder, and two ex
officio members, Dave McEachran and Jack Louws. Thanks to everyone for the guidance and support you provide.
_______________________

Law Library Website: http://www.whatcomlawlibrary.org Phone: 360.676.6556
Law Librarian: Virginia Tucker, MLIS, PhD Email: vtucker@co.whatcom.wa.us
Board of Trustees: Dean Brett, Perry Eskridge, Bill Knudsen, Jack Louws (ex officio), Dave McEachran (ex officio), Charles Snyder.

Legal Transcription Service
Express Legal Transcription, L.L.C.
Fast * Accurate * Reliable

Serving Whatcom County’s legal community since 2004.
Let us transcribe your documents. 24 hour turn-around, $6.50 per page. Pickup and delivery service in Bellingham. Receive your drafts on disk or by email for
easy changes! Doctor letters, pleadings, demand packages, telephone interviews,
GAL reports . . . you name it! Resume and references available upon request.
We can accept tapes, MP3, WAV, WMA, DSS and Dragon files.
Express Legal Transcription,
L.L.C.
Sue Fox-Golombek
Phone: (360) 734-7920
(360) 739-6707
Fax:
(360) 734-7920
express@openaccess.org
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ARBITRATION, MEDIATION AND
CONSULTATION SERVICES
Mark B. Packer offer s his ser vices as an ar bitr ator, mediator, and consultant on complex legal issues
to the members of the Whatcom County Bar. He has
been engaged in the private practice of law in Bellingham for the past 42 years, primarily in the areas of
business, real estate, and estate planning. He is a
1968 graduate of Harvard Law School and is a past
member of the Committee of Law Examiners of the
Washington State Bar Association (1992-1994) and
Chairman of the Bellingham Planning Commission
(1977-1981).
Contact him at:
Law offices of Mark B. Packer
P.O. Box 1151 Bellingham, Wash. 98227
Suite 180, Bellingham Towers,
119 N. Commercial Street, Bellingham
E-mail: packer@nas.com Phone: 671-1500

1926 Rucker-Fuller Roll Top Desk
Originally purchased by Los Angeles County directly
from the Rucker-Fuller Desk Company of San Francisco
as a "Supervisor's Desk" and subsequently purchased by
my family in 1963 (two owners, total). Desk is solid mahogany, 72" x 40" x 43". Roll top and all drawers work
perfectly; all original locks and key present. Price includes copy of original property record card from Los Angeles County dated 1/27/26 and the old fluorescent desk
lamp shown in the photo. $1,900.00. Call or text Mike
Hogen at 360-303-1431.
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You are reading this aren’t you?
You too should be advertising right...
HERE!
New and Old Sponsors… did you know as of today, if you pay
your sponsorship for 6 months or more in the WCBJ, you get a
5% discount? If you pay for a year or more, you get a 10%
discount!!!! Who knows what the Editor will offer you if you
want to pay for a decade in advance?!!!!!!!!

Office Space for Lease
222 Grand Ave – Suite E

Over 2200 SF of well located and professionally appointed office space in Downtown Bellingham. Take
advantage of easy access to City and County government offices and downtown businesses. This suite
offers built out private offices, mezzanine, skylights,
reception, underground parking and kitchenette.
Call Kirby Jones at 360-383-7789

RESORT TO CHEAP SELF-PROMOTION!

Advertise in
the Newsletter
Admit it. You read the ads in the Newsletter to see what’s
going on. So does everyone else. If you have a service to
offer to your colleagues in the local legal community — or
if you just want to show off — you won’t find a cheaper,
easier way to do it.

1/8-page . . . $35/mo.
2.46”H x 3.86”W

1/4-page . . . $50/mo.
5.00”H x 3.86” W

1/2-page . . . $75/mo.
5.00” H x 7.90” W

1/2

full page . . . $100/mo.
10.00” H x 7.90” W

1/8

And it’s easy to place your ad
E-mail your ad as an MS Word .doc, MS Publisher .pub, .JPG,
.GIF or .pdf file to:
rajeev@northwhatcomlaw.com
We’ll get it in the next issue and bill you. Pre-size the ad if you
know how. Otherwise, tell us the size you want. Questions? Email Editor Rajeev at the above e-mail address, or call (360)
332-7000 .
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